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Artificial Intelligence (AI) Definition and Dissemination 

 AI definition:

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence

https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/system/files/ged/vincent-pedemonte_ai-for-sustainability_0.pdf

Artificial intelligence (AI) is intelligence demonstrated

by machines, as opposed to the natural

intelligence displayed by animals including humans. AI

research has been defined as the field of study

of intelligent agents, which refers to any system that

perceives its environment and takes actions that

maximize its chance of achieving its goals.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence
https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/system/files/ged/vincent-pedemonte_ai-for-sustainability_0.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animal_cognition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_intelligence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligent_agent
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The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were

set in 2015 by the international community as part of

the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

through which countries of the world collectively

pledged to eradicate poverty, find sustainable and

inclusive development solutions, ensure everyone’s

human rights, and generally make sure that no one

is left behind by 2030.

How Artificial Intelligence (AI) intercepts the 17 SDG of UN

https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/system/files/ged/vincent-pedemonte_ai-for-sustainability_0.pdf

https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/system/files/ged/vincent-pedemonte_ai-for-sustainability_0.pdf
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THE SELENIA LABORATORY FOR ARTIFICIAL 

INTELLIGENCE

The LIA (Laboratorio di Intelligenza Artificiale-

Artificial Intelligence Laboratory) was founded

(1985, renamed LTI: Lab information Technology,

in 1990) after an idea of Luigi Stringa, at the time

General Director of Selenia. The Lab was

composed by a group of enthusiastic young

researchers selected both in the Company and

from the university. Giovanna Ballaben was the

first Director of that Lab. The LIA mission was to

research in the field of AI with the aim of

understanding the Company's needs and then

transferring the knowledge acquired to the

Divisions in order to provide AI skills within the

products. We believe that a similar mission could

be still valid and applicable.
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Intelligence in Radar: From “Adaptive” to “Cognitive Radar”. Jumping the technology S-Curves!

Time

Fore Active 

Radar [2]

Knowledge Based 

Radar to Improve 

RX Adaptivity

Waveform Design 

and Diversity  (WDD)

1973

Performance

Adaptivity

clutter and 

jammer

mitigation

Adaptive 

radar

Prof. S. Haykin paradigm:

(i) perception-action cycle for maximizing information gain; 

(ii) memory for predicting the consequences of actions;

(iii) prioritizing the allocation of available resources, and 

(iv) intelligence for decision-making.

COGNITIVE RADAR

Adaptivity of TX 

and RX

[1] L. Brennan and I. Reed, IEEE Trans. on Aerospace And Electronic Systems , Vol. AES-9, No. 2,  March 1973.

[2] D. J. Kershaw and R. J. Evans, “Optimal waveform selection for tracking systems”, IEEE Trans. IT,  40, pp. 1536-1550, 1994.

Adaptivity of waveforms 

to improve  

detection and tracking

NATO SET Panel 

Excellence Award for 

the RTO LS SET-119  

on “Waveform Diversity 

for Advanced Radar 

Systems”.

[1]

NATO SET on KBS 

Radar: 2003-2006
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3D Geographic Network Display, Eick et al., 1996.

Globalization: “Brilliant Darkness”

BIG DATA volume 35 zettabytes (ZB) by 2020.

The number of IoT (Internet of Things) connections

within the EU28 will increase from approximately 1.8

billion in 2013 (the base year) to almost 6 billion in 2020

Real-time Big Data applications will become increasingly

widespread.

European ICT Market ~ 587 $ Bill, 2014 

Wide Situation Awareness: Role of Big Data and Measurement of Complexity
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Data & Infrastructures:
- Big data topology analysis tool needle in haystack

- Large critical infrastructures & supporting networks

- Civil-military cooperation in integrated networks

- Cyber security

Ubiquitous networks: 
- Non-standard characteristics: e.g., probability density function with heavy tails 

- Long range dependence in  the net, typically arise in cyber security data.

Mathematical tools for network/graphs:
- Signal Processing on Graphs (e.g.: Graph Fourier Transform)

- Data Processing (e.g.: detection of special subgraphs in whole graph)

- Virus spread in networks: interplay of topology and epidemics 

- Graph Laplacian  first two eigenvalues network connectivity

- Adaptive net topology increasing spectral gaps against cyberattack

- Epidemiological/Cyber spreading related to spectral radius max(A) of 

network, i.e. to largest eigenvalue of its adjacency matrix

Wide Situation Awareness: Role of Big Data and Measurement of Complexity
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COMPLEXITY OF C. ELEGANS AND A GENERIC SYSTEM PEFORMING A SEQUENCE 

OF TASKS (GSPST)

Current quantitative and quantitative definitions of complexity are ambiguous. Quantitative measures of complexity include:

Kolmogorov complexity  the length of the shortest binary computer program that describes the object.

Cyclomatic complexity  the number of linearly independent control paths of the software program.

Plecticity (*) refers to the ability of a connected set of agents to act synergistically via the connectivity between them.

(*) Murray Gell-Mann, “The Quark and the Jaguar: Adventures in the Simple and the Complex”, 1994.

1969 Nobel Prize in physics for his work on the theory of elementary particles.

One of the Founders of the Santa Fe Institution

Plecticity

Definition of Complexity and Potential Measurements

simplex

complexus

Greek  plektos

Latin  plexus

"together" as in "complex"

"once" as in "simple"

Plecticity
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Learning from Connectome of Worms C-elegans

https://www.genome.gov/25520394/online-education-kit-

1998-genome-of-roundworm-c-elegans-sequenced

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caenorhabditis_elegans

Human Connectome 

too complex to exploit. 

The human brain implements

the adaptivity by means of a

complex network of

connections, 60 trillions

(=60x1012) of synapses,

among about 30 billion

(=30x109) neurons.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_animals

_by_number_of_neurons

35M<Neurons in the brain<275M

https://www.genome.gov/25520394/online-education-kit-1998-genome-of-roundworm-c-elegans-sequenced
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caenorhabditis_elegans
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_animals_by_number_of_neurons
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• Free living transparent roundworm

• About 1 mm length, blind

• Lives in temperate soil 

environments

• It is the most studied organism in 

terms of connectome

Study Case

• 277 neurons

• 2105 connections

• Unweighted adjacency matrix

Weights Feature C. Elegans

NO

Mean length shortest path 4.284

Maximum betweenneess centrality 0.1182

Mean betweenneess centrality 0.0094

Plecticity 12.5905

Kaiser M, Hilgetag CC (2006), “Non-Optimal Component Placement, but 

Short Processing Paths, due to Long-Distance Projections in Neural 

Systems”, PLoS Computational Biology

https://www.dynamic-connectome.org/?page_id=25

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=2680458

WORM C. ELEGANS

Learning from Connectome of Worms C-elegans

https://www.dynamic-connectome.org/?page_id=25
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C. ELEGANS GRAPH (277 NODES)

Connectome

Body with neurons

Adjacency Matrix of a portion of the connectome

Learning from Connectome of Worms C-elegans
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A GENERIC SYSTEM PERFORMING A SEQUENCE OF TASKS (GSPST)

to assign resources to perform N functions and provide them to M outputs

A GENERIC SYSTEM PERFORMING A SEQUENCE OF TASKS

System Hubs

Learning form Connectome of Worms C-elegans
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BETWEENNESS CENTRALITY:    GSPST   VS.   C.ELEGANS

Higher plecticity of the GSPST due to the centralized nature of the Graph 

(Hub nodes play a key role with respect to all the other nodes)

Logarithmic scale

#of 

Nodes

# of 

Edges

Plecticity

C. 

Elegans

277 2105 12.59

GSPST 278 1362 115.13

Learning form Connectome of Worms C-elegans

Vs.
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LESSON LEARNED FROM NATURE……

Rich club of the C. Elegans nervous system

(Nodes in yellow are located in the tail and those in red

are located in the head)

Towlson EK, Vértes PE, Ahnert SE, Schafer WR, Bullmore ET, 

“The Rich Club of the C. elegans Neuronal Connectome”,

Journal of Neuroscience 10 April 2013, 33 (15) 6380-6387

http://www.jneurosci.org/content/33/15/6380

A pure topological 

view of the rich club 

network 

Rich club neurons: connector hubs with high betweenness

centrality, and many intermodular connections to nodes in

different modules

Rich club neurons (N=11) comprise almost exclusively the

interneurons of the locomotor circuits, with known functional

importance for coordinate movement

OPPORTUNITIES FOR COGNITIVE RADAR DESIGN

….. find the blend between distributed and concentrated architectures

Worm C. Elegans

Learning form Connectome of Worms C-elegans

Linking Controllability and Complexity of networks: A. Farina, A. De Maio, S.

Haykin, (Editors), "The impact of Cognition on Radar Technology", Scitech Publishing,

an Imprint of the IET Publisher, 2017. Ch. 10, 10.3.1.1 Linking Controllability and

Complexity of two Notional Networks.

Y. Y. Liu, J. J. Slotine, and A. L. Barabasi, “Controllability of Complex Networks,"

Nature, pp. 167-173, July and October 2011.

http://www.jneurosci.org/content/33/15/6380
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Learning from Connectome of  Dragonfly 

Courtesy of IEEE SPECTRUM

Helping to select an effective 

neural network (NN) architecture 

for intercept guidance law

Infrared signature of NN activation during predating path
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https://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/nobel.html

Continuing to learn from Nobel Prize laureates in 

Neuroscience: few examples….. 

https://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/nobel.html
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Continuing to learn from Nobel Prize laureates in 

Neuroscience: few examples….. 
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Visual comprehension (Convolutional Neural Network)  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convolutional_neural_network

https://pythonmachinelearning.pro/introduction-to-convolutional-neural-networks-for-vision-

tasks/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convolutional_neural_network
https://pythonmachinelearning.pro/introduction-to-convolutional-neural-networks-for-vision-tasks/
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 AI promises to improve the speed and accuracy of just about everything from

logistics to battlefield planning and speed in this case is not about the velocity of

an airplane or an ammunition. Speed is about decision making, making the right

decisions first and shortening the Command and Control cycle. From the military

perspective, Artificial Intelligence can represent a remarkable force

multiplier.

One of the most challenging requirement relates to provide fast surveillance and

target classification everywhere, at every time, for every domain, with

guaranteed low level of false alarm rate and according to privacy and national–

international regulations

 Targets classification is currently one of the most promising areas of

application of Deep Learning (DL) , since it shares an essential aspect of big

data, i.e. there are a large number of targets detected by the sensors, which

must be assessed in near real time, in order to reduce the necessary operators

and system resources

Problem description: AI application to C2
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Our aim is to conceive, implement and test a classification architecture based on DL fully

independent by any type of database

 Deep Learning is the subset of Machine Learning based on multilayered neural networks, which has

triggered this latest revival in Artificial Intelligence. DL is the best realization so far of a computational

model that can address visual pattern recognition and natural language processing and for this reason, the

investigation of DL appears quite natural for the target classification.

 The approach with neural networks is influenced by the training methods and dataset composition. A large

amount of data is needed to train the network.

Proposed Approach

towardsdatascience.com/cousins-of-artificial-intelligence-dda4edc27b55
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Neural Network – tools and typology

 To implement and train our neural network we use TensorFlow, a free and open-source software library for dataflow and differentiable programming

across a range of tasks (https://www.tensorflow.org/ ). It is used for machine learning applications such as neural networks

We have used a high-level TensorFlow API named ‘Estimator’. Estimators encapsulate the main actions useful to:
o Training a network

o Evaluate the results

o Predict

o Export and distribute

 The implemented Neural Networks pertain to Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), a class of feedforward artificial Neural Network, that contains an

input layer, a variable number of hidden layers and an output layer. The activation function used in each node is the standard Rectified

Linear Unit (ReLU).

 The first layer contains 4 nodes (Latitude, Longitude, Height and Velocity) for each sensor plot

Proposed Approach

https://www.tensorflow.org/
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Real data

We used data from a 30’ live recording of a Leonardo secondary radar

installed near to a Terminal Maneuvering Area mixed with simulated

tracks of Ballistic Missiles (BMs). 1260 meaningful tracks were extracted

from a live registration of a secondary radar (commercial flights)

Simulated data

 Various trajectories profiles of BMs were simulated during the three

phases: boost, cruise and re-entry.

 The used BMs simulator considers:

 one stage ballistic missile.

 Three main forces affect the BM motion: thrust, drag and gravity.

 Initial parameters:
 Missile diameter, dry mass, fuel mass, thrust, Specific Impulse (ISP).

 Other main parameters that act on the rocket in the different flight

phases:
 air density and pressure at current altitude, angle from horizontal

Dataset preparation 
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Achieved results

Neural network characterization: Six different neural networks have

been implemented varying the number of layers from 2 to 5 and the

nodes of each layer ranging from 10 to 1500.

Type of sensors: two category of sensors have been emulated

pertaining to Long Range class (plot rate 12 sec and detection range

1000km) and Multifunctional class (plot rate 1 sec and detection

range 150km). Ideal Pd (=1) and Pd equal to 0.8 has been

introduced.

Study cases: measurement errors have been emulated using typical

radars values (i.e. range error in the order of 100mt and angle error

around 0.5). The number of plots available for the classification has

been varied from 3 to 10.

Metric: a very simple metric has been used declaring a positive result

if the network has correctly classified the target (Air Breathing Target

(ABT) or BM) and, in case of BM, if the correct Class (170km, 300 km

or 500 km) has been identified.
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One of the needs that we want to investigate is the recognition and classification

of images taken from a periscope.

 In more complex scenarios, the need arises to recognize multiple ships in the

image

 Tracking in the video from the periscope

 The approach undertaken is based on neural networks which are quite effective in

the classification of images

 For the feasibility study we did not receive real images from submarines and we

were based on datasets available from the internet

Problem description: image processing

From open sources 
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 The starting dataset included 8932 images of different sizes, with low resolution and small dimensions

 The images are classified with the following categories:

Dataset preparation 

Cargo       2120

Tankers     1217

Military    1167

Carrier      916

Cruise       832

Name: ship, dtype: int64

From open sources 
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Achieved results (example)

Computational resources
VMWARE Virtual Machine being tested for Leonardo Labs, used via CITRIX

• UBUNTU 18
• GPU NVIDIA
• 8 CPU
• 124GB RAM
• HD 1 TB

Images used for test: 2680

Training set generated by modifications of original 

images (rotation, flipping, correction…)
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Problem description: radar clutter cancellation
 The feasibility study aims to explore the possibility of introducing Artificial Intelligence technologies in the radar processing 

chain

 The study, in this first phase, was limited to a subset of functionalities of the processing chain, and more particularly to the

Clutter Cancellation function.

 The objective is to demonstrate, through a neural network, the ability to obtain processing performance comparable or 

superior to those of the new generation radar.

Supervised end-to-end training (signal with Clutter  signal without Clutter).

Neural Network
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 Performance improvement in terms of accuracy and processing times 

 Reduction of the complexity of the processing chain

 High flexibility and scalability on any type of radar

 HW reduction (MTBCF, cost, SWAP, logistics, maintenance)

 Quick reconfiguration and updating based on new target / clutter models and new customer 

requests

 Algorithm update / retraining based on data and operational experience to optimize 

performance in terms:

 Clutter rejection

 ECCM

Rationale of the study
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• Range: 228

• Target: 22 dB

• Target Speed: 

118 m/s

• Clutter: 45 dB

X:

Target (ideal)

Output
Example of results

Input
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Data + Computing power  Data-Driven algorithms

Though, cannot give up model-based techniques until quality, reliability, stability and reproducibility of data-

driven algorithms can be guaranteed

 Learning requirements: amount of data for training and over-tuning to particular datasets

 Reproducibility: ensure required performance levels under all operating conditions

 Reliability: graceful degradation

 Understanding: explain performance levels, network architecture and impact

 Rare and unforeseen events: how to simulate «unforeseen» events, how the system responds to such

events (Taleb, N. N. The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly Improbable. New York, NY: Random

House, 2007.)

 How to test hybrid (model-based + data-driven systems): how to test the interaction between different

types of systems

 Design for testability: design AI to facilitate forensic analysis

 Validation of training data and robustness to training data: handle errors in ‘’ground truth’’.

Points of criticism of AI
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 AI provides little to no insight into the ‘how’ and ‘why’ of the decisions made by 

neural networks. It needs to become more explainable and interpretable to 

make the technology more acceptable. (Explainable AI: XAI, Explainable ML: 

XML) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Explainable_artificial_intelligence. AI’s 

ACHILLES’ HEEL: AMBIGUITY, 22 MAY 2019, SPECTRUM.IEEE.ORG, p. 22

 AI needs of big data for specific applications

 How to make DL work well for applications where little or only weakly

annotated data is available,

 Caveats: as Model-Driven approach, present AI systems don’t reason at the

counterfactual level (If I had not taken an aspirin, would my headache have

gone away?). They make decisions based on association unlike humans who

can also make decisions based on counterfactual reasoning.

 Correlation is not to be confused with causality (or cause and effect).

Firefighter and fire: firefighter near the fire  it does not mean that it is the

fireman who produced the fire!

 Learnability can be undecidable, Nature Machine Intelligence, 07 January

2019. Machine Learning comes up against unsolvable problem. Researchers

run into a logical paradox discovered by famed logician, mathematician and

philosopher KURT GÖDEL.

Points of criticism of AI

A., Farina, “Causal Inference in Statistics. An attempt at some reflection.”

ISIF Perspectives On Information Fusion, vol. 3, 2020, pp. 36-39.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Explainable_artificial_intelligence
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Risks associated to AI

Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley (1797 – 1851) 

 Resist the temptation to pursue projects simply because they are beautiful 

or too cool to resist.

 Technologists do best when they solve problems of value to people and the 

planet. 

 Engineers should act as if creation is a shared responsibility, 

because their knowledge at least partly comes from others and the 

effects of their work inevitably extend further than themselves. 
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Ethics and Culture as pillars and core values

https://il.boell.org/en/2021/12/24/ai-based-defense-systems-how-design-them-responsibly

https://il.boell.org/en/2021/12/24/ai-based-defense-systems-how-design-them-responsibly
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Microtubules and Consciousness

A recent experiment displays the connection between

microtubules and consciousness as put forward by Roger

Penrose (Nobel prize, 2020). The effect is pure quantum.

Ideas on microtubules and cognition were

put forward in our recent work (to appear).

This idea was needed to connect quantum

radar and cognitive radar.

“Next generation cognitive radar systems”, IET

Scitech, Editors: M. Rangaswamy, Kumar Vijay

Mishra, Bhavani Shankar Mysore Ram Rao. IET

Press. To appear.

8 | New Scientist | 23 April 2022

Way Ahead 

Courtesy of Marco Frasca (MBDA)
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https://olympics.com/en/video/spectacular-drone-show-impresses-again-at-closing-ceremony?uxreference=playlist

Computer generated images from 1200 drones: the future is now!Way Ahead 

https://olympics.com/en/video/spectacular-drone-show-impresses-again-at-closing-ceremony?uxreference=playlist
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NEW MATHEMATICS TO EXPLOIT: A TASTE ON TENSOR APPROACH AND MACHINE LEARNING.

BEYOND STANDARD MATRIX MULTIPLICATION
Automatic discovery of algorithms using MACHINE LEARNING to go beyond human intuition and outperforming 
the current best human designed algorithm.  
Deep reinforcement learning approach based on AlphaZero for discovering efficient and provably correct 
algorithms for the multiplication of arbitrary matrices.
The “agent” AlphaTensor is trained to play a single player game where the objective is finding tensor 
decomposition within a finite factor space. 
In the case of 4 by 4 matrices, AlphaTensor improves on Strassen’s algorithm for the first time since its discovery 
50 years ago.
AlphaTensor is built on AlphaZero, where a neural network is trained to guide a Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) 
planning procedure for efficient multiplication algorithms.

The matrix multiplication A B, is represented by a 3D tensor
Tn describing n by n matrix multiplication.       has entries [0, 1] and is of size n2 by n2 by n2.
Decomposition of         into r rank one terms:

where ⨂ is the tensor product.

Trained from scratch, AlphaTensor discovers matrix
multiplication algorithms that are more efficient
than existing human and computer – designed
algorithms.
The discovery of matrix multiplication algorithms
has far more reaching implications, as matrix
multiplication sits at the core of many
computational tasks, such has matrix inversion,
computing determinant and solving linear systems,
etc.
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References on AI: Long story short

http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/history/dartmouth/dartmouth.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/How_to_Create_a_Mind

